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Abstract 

Indonesia is a country with large amount of territorial water of around 3.25 
million km2, which requires reliable vehicles to oversee the Indonesian sea area 
to guard its sovereignty. One potential solution is to deploy high-speed patrol 
boats that have high efficiency in traversing the Indonesian sea. Due to the large 
territorial size and Indonesian sea waves, research on hydrodynamic 
characteristics is crucial. In this research, we investigated the critical parameters 
in a high-speed vessel to reduce the drag coefficient of the wet surface area. 
Several hull designs are proposed in this work with a variety in hull types, i.e., 
monohull and catamaran. A deadrise angle in the range of 10°-30° was also 
considered as a geometric parameter. To quantify the effect of the resistance 
phenomenon, we varied the Froude number in the calculations. We used a 
numerical method to obtain the investigation results with the Savitsky 
mathematical model. Our initial results indicated that the design with a large 
deadrise angle showed lower drag compared to the reference boat design, which 
followed the superiority of the catamaran. In monohull planing, we found that the 
hull resistance decreased by 16.87% at a 30° deadrise angle compared to the most 
significant resistance at any other deadrise angle. In catamaran planing, we found 
that the hull resistance decreased by 7.8% at the 30° deadrise angle compared to 
the most significant resistance at other angles. 

Keywords: Catamaran, Deadrise angle, High-speed vessel, Monohull, Patrol boat, 
Ship resistance. 
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1.  Introduction 
Indonesia is an archipelagic maritime country that has a large area with an 
estimated 17,000 islands spread over the Indonesian territory [1]. With a population 
of 255.18 million people spread across various islands, more than 50% of 
Indonesia's population lives on Java, and Java is the axis of the Indonesian economy 
[2]. The logistics distribution process from Java to various other islands is one of 
the main factors of the success of the Indonesian economy. Using sea transportation 
to reach other islands is a strategic issue in the distribution of logistics [3]. Using 
sea transportation has the threat of crime from specific groups, such as piracy, 
smuggling, and kidnapping [4]. The maritime crime cases in Indonesia in 2018 
reached a total of 27 cases [5]. In 2018, incidents with bulk carrier vessels reached 
74%, while, in 2007-2017, incidents occurred in tankers for 43% of cases, bulk 
carriers for 34% of cases, and container ships for 7.2% of cases [5]. Based on this 
data, logistical vehicles, such as tankers, bulk carriers, and container ships, 
experience a high crime threat. Increasing maritime security is a top priority, for 
instance regular patrols, and the response time of the arrival of officers at the 
location becomes a determining factor for reducing maritime crime rates. The 
Indonesian government created an Integrated Fleet System that is focused on 
strengthening submarines, frigates, and patrols following the Minimum Essential 
Force (MEF) 2024. 

The solution is to deploy a high-speed patrol boat near the Indonesian borders. A 
high-speed patrol boat can increase the time efficiency. An investigation regarding 
the hydrodynamics of the hulls is critical. A few years ago, a study on high-speed 
vessels was focused on how to reduce drag force on the hull surface [6]. Several hull 
types are used for the research, and modifications were included. The typical design 
of the high-speed vessel involves a planing hull or a planing catamaran for military 
and patrol vessels [6-8]. Hull modifications can be applied to make the hull more 
hydrodynamic, which reduces the hull resistance. One is the modification of the 
deadrise angle; the deadrise angle can optimize the ability of the hull to minimize 
resistance characteristics [9]. The effect of resistance is commonly investigated using 
numerical analysis (regression and computational fluid dynamics [10-15]) and also 
analytical calculations, i.e., the Savitsky and Holtrop formulae [16-20].  

Selecting a correct deadrise angle can help to stabilize the hull and facilitate a 
smoother ride. This also reduces the wetted area and drag in the planing hull. 
Considering the necessity of development in the military field, especially in maritime 
areas against the mentioned threats and dangers, design of patrol boat has to be 
sustainably improved. Geometrical design modifications have almost limitless 
possibilities, which must be quantified regarding the effects on the performance of 
patrol boat design. 

This research is focussed on the value of a ship's hull resistance followed by a 
change in the deadrise angle, by comparing two types of hulls: the planing hull 
(monohull) and planing catamaran. In this paper, we used the Savitsky mathematical 
model to quantify effect of the modifications on the designed hulls to the resistance 
characteristics. To ensure the resistance calculation validity, the Savitsky 
mathematical model in numerical analysis was validated with the analytical solutions. 
The effect of resistance is also discussed based on the variety of the Froude number 
(Fn) to summarise its influence regarding the significance of the formed wave pattern.  
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2. Theoretical Basis 

2.1. Resistance definition 
A boat that is moving forward on the water will have a force aimed in the opposite 
direction of the ship. Resistance is a characteristic parameter about the 
hydrodynamics of the hull [21]. There are many types of resistance including 
friction, wave-making, and hull form drags. Resistance is influenced by several 
factors, such as the ship speed (Vs), displacement, and hull shape [22]. Based on the 
forces that affect this, resistance can be divided into normal and tangential forces 
on the hull (see Fig. 1). The total resistance can be considered as shown in Eq. (1).  

RT= RF+RV+RW                  (1) 

 
Fig. 1. Classification of small-angle stability.  

2.1.1. Frictional resistance 
Frictional resistance is a component of the resistance related to the energy released 
due to the influence of fluid viscosity (a consequence of the water friction on the 
ship's body). The primary causes of this resistance are the viscosity, ship speed, and 
wet area surface [21]. The wetted surface is affected by the tangential pressure 
along the direction of motion of the ship [23]. The general formula for the ship’s 
friction resistance is given by Eq. (2), and the coefficient of friction from 
International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) 1975 is given by Eq. (3). 

Rf= 1
2

ρ.Cf.S.V2                       (2) 

Cf = 0.075
(LogRe-2)2                  (3) 
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2.1.2. Viscous resistance 
The value of the viscous resistance depends on the viscous form factor (1+k), for a 
monohull, and (1+βk) [21]. Viscous resistance is the effect of two-dimensional 
approach friction together against particles and a liquid [24]. This resistance is partly 
from the normal pressure force on the hull and is also partly from the resistance 
friction. The coefficient of viscous resistance can be considered, as shown in Eq. (4).  

Cv=(1+k) Cf                  (4) 

2.1.3. Wave resistance 
The wave resistance (RW) can be considered zero at high speeds due to minimal 
resistance values (see Eq. (5)) [21]. If the Froude number reaches 0.89, the wave 
resistance can be ignored because the value is too small, and the component resistance 
of the ship will be more affected by the frictional resistance in the wetted surface area 
[25]. At the Froude number 0.89, the ship begins to enter the planing phase [26].  

RW=c1c2c5▽ρgexp�m1Frd+m4 cos�λFr
-2��              (5) 

2.1.4. Reynold’s number 
From the Reynold's number, we know the form of the fluid. The Reynold’s number 
is one of the parameters used to identify different fluids as laminar or turbulent. 
The Reynold number equation is the ratio between the force of inertia and the 
viscosity (see Eq. (6)). A flow can be said to be a laminar flow if the Reynold’s 
number is between 2300 and 4000 and can be said to be turbulent if the Reynold’s 
number is above 4000 [27]. 

Rn = V. L
ν

                  (6) 

2.1.5. Froude number 
A Froude number is a dimensionless number used in hydrodynamics to indicate 
how well a particular model works for a whole system. The Froude number 
represents the speed compared to the displacement mass (see Eq. (7)) [21]. Froude 
numbers can be classified into several types. When the Froude number is between 
0.4 and 1, the system is said to be semi-displacement; if it is above 1, the system is 
categorized as a planing hull [26]. 

Fn = V
�g.LWL2                   (7) 

2.1.6. Wetted surface area 
Mumford's formula for finding a wetted surface area has an error rate of 
approximately 7% [23]. To improve the accuracy of methods, researchers have 
carried out using configurations for certain types of ships. The wetted surface area 
can affect the total resistance of a ship. A smaller number of wetted surface areas 
will reduce the total resistance of the ship [28]. The wetted surface area can be 
considered as shown in Eq. (8). 

S=1.025. Lpp. (Cb.b+1.7 T)                  (8) 
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2.1.7. Savitsky total resistance 
Daniel Savitsky published about ship hydrodynamics with an estimation of the 
ship's resistance and trim angle on a ship [29]. Daniel Savitsky's formula was 
obtained from empirical data on prismatic planing hulls (see Eq. (9)) [9].  

RT= ∆ tanτ+
1
2ρV2λb2Cf

cosτ
                 (9) 

2.2.  Deadrise angle 
The deadrise is angle measured in the section plane between the hull and the 
horizontal, and it is measured at midship [30] (see Fig. 2). The effect of changing 
the deadrise angle affects the trim angle, where the smaller the rise of the deadrise 
angle, the smaller the trim angle. The deadrise angle also affects the stability of the 
ship, at low speeds, and high trim angles can interfere with the transversal stability 
of the ship [9]. 

 
Fig. 2. Geometric scheme of the deadrise angle. 

3.  Desain and Numerical Configuration 

3.1. Main dimensions and hull ratio 
In this design process, to determine the size of the ship, we used the comparison 
ship ratio method for the main dimensions of the ship by following the rules that 
apply to the KKCTBN Competition in Indonesia. There were two types of 
comparison ships used, each of which with the same ship characteristics and hull 
shape. For the planing monohull and planing catamaran, each type had five 
vessels compared.  

The main dimension values on the comparison vessel and their means are shown 
in Tables 1 and 2 (HSSV: High Speed Support Vessel; JHSV: Joint High Speed 
Vessel; TSV: Theatre Support Vessel). From the tables, we obtained the main 
comparisons on the ship, namely L/B, to determine the shape of the slender hull or 
not. The greater the value of L/B, the better the characteristics of the ship will be 
for high speed; however, the ability for the ship to manoeuvre is reduced. The L/H 
ratio affects the longitudinal strength of the ship. The B/T ratio will have an impact 
on the stability of the ship and the position of the ship's equilibrium points. 

The prototype had a planing hull, because this is suitable for ships in the fast 
category. A planing hull has a V-shape, and a planing catamaran is useful for 
reducing the slamming in a rough sea. The dimensions of the ships were adjusted 
to the ratio of the actual ships, using a comparison of five fast ships each of the 
planing hull and planing catamaran types. We obtained L/B = 3.56, L/H = 7.09, and 
B/T = 4.2 for the planing hulls; and L/B = 3.43, L/H = 12.56, and B/T = 6 for the 
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planing catamarans. Table 3 represents the dimension characteristics for the planing 
hull and planing catamaran types. The monohull planing and the catamaran planing 
ship models are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4. 

Table 1. Reference data of existing patrol boats: monohull. 

Principal 
Dimension 

Austal 
Patrol 

22 

Austal 
Patrol 

21 

Austal 
Patrol 22 
Kuwait 

Stan 
Patrol 
1650 

Austal 
Patrol 

16 
Average 

(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 
LOA 21.2 21.2 21.6 16.5 17 19.5 
LWL 17.9 17.8 19.6 15.3 14.2 16.96 

Beam 5.5 5.5 6 5.4 4.9 5.46 
Depth 3.3 2.8 3.6 1.8 2.7 2.84 

Draught 1.7 1.83 1.5 0.8 1.2 1.406 

Table 2. Reference data of existing patrol boats: catamaran. 

Principal 
Dimension 

Austal 
HSSV 

72 

Austal 
JHSV 

Austal 
TSV 
101 

Ratayapiban 
bacha 

Reef 
Ranger Average 

(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 
LOA 72.5 103 101 26.62 23.99 65.422 
LWL - - 86.2 24.7 24.8 45.23333 

Beam 18.66 28.15 26.7 8.5 8.5 18.102 
Depth 5 6.2 9.4 1.8 3.6 5.2 
Draft 3 3.83 4.3 1.5 1.9 2.906 

Table 3. Summary of the test model specifications. 
Parameters Monohull Catamaran Units 

LOA 0.7 0.7 m 
LWL 0.7 0.7 m 
B 0.196 0.204 m 
T 0.0468 0.034 m 

 

Fig. 3. Design of the monohull patrol boat. 

 

Fig. 4. Design of the catamaran patrol boat. 
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3.2. Design variations 
The design was performed with numerical calculation and analytical method 
according to concept of the Savitsky’s mathematical model. The design parameters 
were predetermined using the actual ship comparisons as discussed in previous sub-
section. After obtaining a comparison of the actual vessels, the details of the 
dimension parameters are in Table 4 for planing monohulls, and Table 5 for planing 
catamarans with different deadrise angles. The controlled variable was the speed 
from 5 to 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 knots. 

Table 4. Details of the principal dimension:  
monohull design with variation on the deadrise angles. 

Symbol Value Unit 
β 10 15 20 25 30 ° 
LOA 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 m 
LWL 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.674 m 
B 0.196 0.196 0.196 0.196 0.161 m 
T 0.0468 0.0468 0.0468 0.0468 0.0468 m 
CM 0.814 0.719 0.616 0.509 0.5 - 
CP 0.885 0.879 0.871 0.859 0.878 - 
CB 0.72 0.632 0.537 0.437 0.439 - 
∇ 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.002 m3 
∆ 0.00474 0.004153 0.003539 0.00288 0.002291 tonnes 
S 0.139317 0.14204 0.1460052 0.151383 0.125301 m2 

Table 5. Details of the principal dimension:  
catamaran design with variation on the deadrise angles. 

Symbol Value Unit 
β 10 15 20 25 30 ° 
LOA 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 m 
LWL 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.674 m 
B 0.204 0.204 0.204 0.204 0.161 m 
T 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 m 
CM 0.656 0.620 0.618 0.543 0.449 - 
CP 0.85 0.85 0.871 0.852 0.853 - 
CB 0.557 0.527 0.538 0.462 0.426 - 
∇ 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.002 m3 
∆ 0.002774 0.002624 0.003539 0.002302 0.00212 tonnes 
S 0.145003 0.147838 0.1519646 0.15292 0.140031 m2 

Deadrise angle configuration 
Any changes to the deadrise angle will result in a sharper hull shape (see Table 6). The 
change in the deadrise angle will make the contour of the waterline turn higher. Variation 
was conducted on the deadrise angle every 5° to determine the effect of each change that 
occurs. The catamaran hulls were divided into two types, namely, symmetrical and 
asymmetrical. Both have different hydrodynamic forms and properties. Symmetrical 
catamarans generally have smaller drag values [31]. In catamaran planing, every increase 
in the deadrise angle will reduce the coefficient of lift [20]. 
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Table 6. Variations in hull and deadrise angle. 

Deadrise 
Angle (°) 

Type of Hull 
Monohull Catamaran 

10 

  

15 

  

20 

  

25  

 
 

30  

 

  
  

3.3. Numerical configurations 
In this section, the hydrostatic data of the ship is seen as an independent variable of 
each ship’s configuration. The movement speed of the ship is a controlled variable 
with a minimum speed of 5 knots and a maximum of 30 knots. Based on the ITTC 
1975, the configuration was as follows: kinematic viscosity 0.0000011 m2/s, 
density of water = 1025  kg/m3, gravity 9.8 m/s2, saltwater (3.5% salinity), and 
water temperature 15 °C. 

4.  Results and Discussion 
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4.1. Resistance characteristic 
The hull resistance consists of the frictional force due to the tangential force and 
the pressure force consisting of the viscous force and the wave force due to the 
normal force [21, 32]. A semi-empirical Savitsky method can be used in the planing 
hull, and the method was obtained based on experiments using a prismatic planing 
hull [29]. However, the Savitsky method can also be used in other hull types in 
addition to the planing hull; several studies have shown that this method can be 
used in multihulls [33]. Through the Savitsky method, the resistance, trim angle, 
and stability of the ship can be determined [29]. As presented in Fig. 5, there are 
differences in each deadrise angle from planing monohulls, using numerical 
comparisons with the simulation results showing an error difference below 10%. 
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Fig. 5. Correlation speed with the resistance planing monohull. 

From Fig. 5(a), we found the highest resistance value of 51.17 N at 30 knots in 
speed; in Fig. 5(b), the highest resistance is 52.18 N; in Fig. 5(c), the highest 
resistance is 53.63 N; in Fig. 5(d), the highest resistance is 55.61 N; and in Fig. 
5(e), the highest resistance is 46.22 N. The most significant error at speeds of 5 
knots was above 50%, and above 10% at speeds of 10 knots, on every change of 
deadrise angle. On the other hand, as seen in Fig. 6, there were differences in each 
deadrise angle with the planing monohull, using numerical comparisons with the 
simulation results show an error difference below 10%. 
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Fig. 6. Correlation speed with resistance planing catamaran. 
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Based on the data in Fig. 6(a), we found the highest resistance value at 30 knots 
speed of 53.26 N; in Fig. 6(b), the highest resistance is 54.31 N; in Fig. 6(c), the 
highest resistance is 55.82 N; in Fig. 6(d), the highest resistance is 56.17 N; and in 
Fig. 6(e), the highest resistance is 51.78 N. It can be stated that the most significant 
error at speeds of 5 knots was above 35%-50%.  

4.2. Contours of the wave pattern 
The configuration of the deadrise angle resulted in a change in the value of the resistance 
hull of the ship. The configuration of the deadrise angle also affected the wave pattern 
through the hull. As shown in Table 7, when the value of the Froude number was low, 
there were waves along the body of the ship. When the ship had a large deadrise angle, 
the waves that occurred around the ship were smoother.  

However, when the Froude number of the ship entered the planing phase with a value 
of one, the change in the wave flow was not significant. In the catamaran, there were no 
significant changes that occurred in the wave pattern with the configuration of the deadrise 
angle (Table 8) when the Froude number was small or when the ship entered the 
planing phase. When the ship entered the planing phase, the waves that occurred 
around the ship looked smoother.  

Table 7. Wave pattern of the designed monohull.  
The wave pattern data is presented in Appendix A. 

Deadrise 
Angle (°) 

Froude Number 
0.3 1 

10  

  

15  

  

20 

  

25  
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30 

  
  

Table 8. Wave pattern of the designed catamaran.  
The wave pattern data is presented in Appendix B. 

 Froude Number 
Deadrise 
Angle (°) 0.3 1 

10 

  

15 

 
  

20 

  

25 
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Theoretically, at a Froude number above 0.9, there was interference that 
minimized the wavelength so that the effect of the generated wavelength was less 
significant. The illustration regarding the wave and Froude number presented in 
Fig. 7 is referenced from the United States Naval Academy (USNA) [22]. Within 
distances of a few hull lengths, waves from all points on the hull surface will, in 
theory, contribute to the wave system. Some of the points are, however, more 
important than others, since the disturbance is larger. For a sailing yacht, the high 
pressure regions at the bow and stern are dominant, and it is usually assumed that 
only two wave systems exist (see the illustration in Fig 8).  

 
Fig. 7. Relation of the wavelength and Froude number in the theory of ship design. 

 
Fig. 8. Simplification of local bow and stern wave systems. 

The speed dependence of the waves gives rise to an important phenomenon: 
interference. An illustration of this is given in Fig 9. If the wave crests from the 
bow system coincide with those from the stern, large waves will be created. On the 
other hand, if the bow wave crests coincide with troughs in the stern waves, the 
result is an attenuated wave. The first case is illustrated in (a) and (c), where the 
wavelengths are half and equal to the waterline length, respectively. In (b), the 
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wavelength of Lwl is 2A, and the waves are attenuated. In Fig. 9(d), the wavelength 
is larger than the Lwl.  

The second wave crest then occurred aft of the stern, which, when the speed 
increased, moved into a trough, giving the hull a large trim angle. In each of the 
cases (a)-(d), a Froude number (Fn) exists (as discussed by Olivieri et al. in [34]) 
that determines how many waves there are along the hull. For instance, at Fn = 
0.40, there was one wave; at 0.2, there were two; etc. The properties of the wave 
resistance curve were highly dependent on the Froude number. This study may be 
extended to a future work considering certain pioneering research [35-42] to 
investigate the effect of the wave resistance against Fn in developing the proposed 
hull models. Also, consideration to propulsion geometry (which is similar to turbine 
system [43-46]) is recommended to be studied as companion analysis in this 
subject. Several scholars in [47-49] have presented reference for this idea. 

 
Fig. 9. Interference phenomenon on the wavelength. 

5. Conclusions 
This research was performed to investigate the effect on changes in the configuration of 
the deadrise angle on planing monohull and planing catamarans. The results of this study 
found an impact on the hull resistance and wave patterns with the conclusions below: 

• The numerical results of the resistance characteristic were successfully validated 
using analytical solutions by deploying Savitsky’s mathematical model. 
Similarity was confirmed to a satisfactory level for all proposed geometries and 
applied velocities. 

Bow wave system Stern wave system
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• In monohull planing, we found that the hull resistance decreased by 16.87% at a 
30° deadrise angle compared to the most significant resistance at any other 
deadrise angle. 

• In catamaran planing, we found that the hull resistance decreased by 7.8% at a 30° 
deadrise angle compared to the most significant resistance at any other deadrise angle. 

• This work will potentially be followed-up by future research considering larger 
deadrise angles to obtain the turning point of the angle with an effect on the resistance. 

• The greatest error occurred at low speeds according to the Savitsky method used 
for high-speed vessels with a minimum Froude number of Fn = 1 and can be said 
to be high-density if Fn > 1.2. 

• The total resistance obtained by monohull was smaller than the planing catamaran 
at 5.56 N (highest value among all results); one of the factors was the higher 
wetted surface compared to the catamaran planing. 

• Changes in the angle of the deadrise angle affected the wave pattern around the 
monohull ship at a Froude number of 0.3; however, there was no significant effect 
on the catamaran. 

Nomenclatures 
 
B  Breadht, m 
CB  Block coefficient 
CF  Frictional resistance coefficient 
CM  Midship coefficient 
CP  Prismatic coefficient  
Fr  Froude Number  
g  Acceleration due gravity, m/s2 
LOA  Length of ship overall, m 
LWL  Length on waterline, m 
Re  Reynold number 
RF  Frictional resistance, N 
RT  Total resistance, N 
RV  Viscous resistance, N 
RW  Wave resistance, N 
S  Surface wetted area, m2 
T  Draught, m 
V  Speed, m/s 
(1+k)  Form-factor, monohull  
(1+βk)  Form-factor, catamaran  
β  Deadrise angle, deg. 
λ  Leeway angle, deg. 
υ  Kinematic viscosity, m2/s 
ρ  Density of water, kg/m3 
τ  Trim angle, deg. 
▽  Ship displacement volume, m3 
∆  Ship displacement mass, tonnes 
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Appendix A 

Wave Pattern of the Monohull Designs based on Resistance Analysis 

 
Fig. A-1. Generated wave pattern of the proposed monohull with Fn = 0.3. 

 
Fig. A-2. Generated wave pattern of the proposed monohull with Fn = 1. 
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Appendix B 

Wave Pattern of the Monohull Designs based on Resistance Analysis 

 
Fig. B-1. Generated wave pattern of the proposed catamaran with Fn = 0.3. 

 
Fig. B-2. Generated wave pattern of the proposed catamaran with Fn = 1. 
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